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Let’s assume that not everything was better in

the past – but will only be so in the future: How

would the perfect world of 2040 look like in

relation to fossil fuels, mobility and diet? And

would this also be implementable in a practical

way? In his book, Jan Hegenberg uses a facts-

based approach, but still with a liberal sprinkling

of humor to show us how we can face the

energy transformation, how cities would look

like and work without cars and why meat and

milk are two nice luxuries for people of the last

century. In doing so, he delightfully and

amusingly dissects the misinformation that we

are exposed to around the topic of climate

change, and shows how well we could live in a

climate neutral way in 2040.

Everything will get better

soon!
Wide reach:

Twitter @DerGraslutscher 51k 

Facebook »Der Graslutscher« 77k

Instagram @dergraslutscher 14,5k

_______________

 
Facts-based, funny, entertaining

_______________

 
The utopia: A day in year 2040 can become

really awesome!

 
 

Jan Hegenberg studied Business Administration and

worked in the IT sector afterwards. In 2009 he

finally decided to become a vegan and discovered

his love for writing. A few years ago he started the

»Der Graslutscher« blog, in order to disprove the

bogus arguments against plant-based diet going

around the internet. Today he dedicates himself full-

time to publishing science-based and extremely

funny clarifying information and media criticism on

the transformation of diet, energy and transport. He

is the father of three children and lives in

Wiesbaden.

Society
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9 783831 206049

Jan Hegenberg – The end of the world is cancelled!
Why the climate crisis transformation is much easier than most of us think, and what we have to do now

approx. 240 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm, Softcover, ISBN 978-3-8312-0604-9

20,00 € (D), 20,60 € (A), WG 1985

April 2022
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Everything was better in the past?

As if!

Terror, war and permanent crises: The

impression we get from the news is that

humanity is living on a razor’s edge. Florian

Vitello is convinced: This type of reporting

makes us sick and distorts our perception,

because the world is actually a much better

place! In »Good News« he explains how we can

uncover false doom-mongering; focus more on

the good things again with the help of positive

journalism and, how we can take care of

ourselves and our environment through a

healthy form of media consumption.

Wide reach:

 Instagram @goodnewsmagazin 90k

Facebook @goodnewsmagazin 70k

_______________

 
The response to hate speech and

apocalyptic mood

_______________

 
Perspectives of a new type of journalism

Soci

Florian Vitello studied Anthropology, Latin

American Studies and Journalism. After his studies

he worked as a digital consultant for non-profit

organizations in international collaborations and

founded the non-profit association MediaMundo

e.V. In 2019, together with David Gaedt and Lucia

Lehmann, he launched the Good News Magazin (The

Good News Magazine) and became host of the

Weltaufgang - der Good News Podcast (The Rise of the

World – the Good News podcast).
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Florian Vitello mit David Gaedt und Lucia Lehmann – Good News
Why the world is not ending, and how we learn to defend ourselves against the flood of bad news

approx. 240 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm, Softcover, ISBN 978-3-8312-0599-8

20,00 € (D), 20,60 € (A), WG 1973

March 2022
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Van life as a 

life style
»Peace, Love & Om« talks about people who

dared to give up their permanent place of

residence to live on the road. For example, the

50-year old dry alcoholic who gains new vital

energy from life in a van; the young man who

travels through the world after a separation and

teaches handball to children; or the 25-old

student, who travels together with her donkey.

Inspiring stories that touch the heart and build

courage. 

By the maker of PEACE LOVE & OM

(approx. 200,000 subscribers on

YouTube)

_______________

 
People in search for meaning and new

freedom

_______________

 
Not a classic how-to book, but stories that

inspire and encourage

More conscious living

 

Katja Wolf portrays people on her YouTube channel »PEACE LOVE &

OM« (more than 200,000 subscribers) who live in a minimalist and

sustainable way, either in tiny houses or mobile homes. Katja herself

was on the road in a van for 7 years and is currently living in Tenerife

with her daughter.
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Florian Schörner  worked as an editor for newspapers and radio

stations for almost 20 years – a fast paced job shaped by continuous

time pressure. By now he is taking it a little easier and works as a

freelance writer in Berlin and Portugal.
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Katja Wolf und Florian Schörner – Peace, Love & Om
Inspiring stories by people who are living the drop-out dream

approx. 208 pages, 16,5 x 23,5 cm, Softcover, ISBN 978-3-8312-0602-5

22,00 € (D), 22,60 € (A), WG 1481

April 2022
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Succeed professionally in

tandem!
Working in tandem is the perfect solution for a

demanding job with reduced time effort. From

people returning from parental leave or people

who take care of relatives to employees who

would like to have more time for hobbies and

further education – job sharing is THE win-win

strategy for employers and employees and a

pioneering New-Work model for our society.

Lydia Leipert and Rebecca Zöller explain how

this works in practice. 

Realistic tips on the everyday working

life of a tandem

_______________

 
Key word »New Work«: Job sharing is

THE topic of the future

_______________

 
Interesting portraits of other successful

job-tandems

_______________

 
For people who would like to work part-

time without accepting a career setback

Female Empowerment

Lydia Leipert and Rebecca Zöller (both born in 1980)

are the job sharing tandem Lydecca. As journalists in

the digital radio under public law, they lead a team

of ten together since 2017. Based loosely on the

motto: one job, two women, four children.
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Lydia Leipert und Rebecca Zöller – Shared work, double success!
This is how job sharing works

approx. 208 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm, Softcover, ISBN 978-3-8312-0600-1

22,00 € (D), 22,60 € (A), WG 1497

March 2022
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Humor helps!

Permission to laugh? Even when it’s about

finances? Absolutely! After all, it’s much easier

to face this supposedly dry topic with humor.

And who could do that better than Vreni Frost.

In her entertaining and inspiring style she

accompanies us on the way towards financial

independence. For a long time Vreni Frost was

all but a financial expert. During her studies, she

barely avoided a SCHUFA-entry and always

lived at the limit of her bank account. Instead,

now the author is positioned very well in terms

of financial matters. In this book, Vreni Frost

reveals how that happened, why we shouldn‘t

worry about money and how finances can be

fun. Inspiring, entertaining and without any

stress.

Author @vrenifrost has 56k subscribers

on Instagram

_______________

 
Finances can be fun sometimes – you are

allowed to laugh!

_______________

 
Financial freedom, without stress

_______________

 
By the host of the finance-podcast

»Summa Summarum« (All in all) &

»Früher an später denken« (Think sooner

about later)

Female Empowerment

Vreni Frost, successful podcaster, author and

moderator from Berlin, offers useful information

about all matters of the finance world in her podcast

»Früher an später denken« (Think sooner about

later). She tackles subjects such as saving, pension

plans, your own real estate or stock. In her open and

authentic way, she helps the reader to develop a

better understanding of one’s own finances and to

learn how to go from a layperson to a small financial

expert.
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Vreni Frost – Coin Stress
Plea for a relaxed approach to money

approx. 208 pages, 14,8 x 21 cm Softcover, ISBN 978-3-8312-0598-1

20,00 € (D), 20,60 € (A), WG 1496

May 2022
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The future is female

Women think, feel and act differently than men.

Based on a purposefully designed study, Ines

Imdahl and Janine Steeger show how the

female principle can save the world. They

explain why female characteristics are a

compelling addition to the male in order to

solve the great tasks of the future, such as the

climate crisis, refugees and migration or equal

opportunities.

Including a female dominated utopia as a

prospect! 

With numerous interviews with, for

example Louisa Dellert, Dirk Steffens,

Verena Pausder, Franzi Kühne, Robert

Franken, Frauke Ludowig and many more

_______________

 
Alleged weaknesses of women become

strengths: Thinking in complex contexts,

empathy, tenacity, vulnerability, tidiness

_______________

 
Authors well-known in the media

Female Empowerment

Janine Steeger is a journalist, speaker and moderator. In 2015 she

resigned from RTL in order to concentrate 100% on topics such as

sustainability, environmental and climate protection in a professional

context. She completed her correspondence course on the subject of

“environmental business management and economics” and in 2018

she started futurewoman.de to make female experts of sustainability

more visible.
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Ines Imdahl is a qualified psychologist, speaker as well as founder of

the research agency rheingoldsalon. Since more than 25 years she

conducts research on what moves women, from a depth psychology

point of view, and how women are seen in our culture. Besides her

full-time entrepreneurship she has four children, writes columns for

the financial paper “Handelsblatt” and anchors a consumer magazine

at the WDR.
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Ines Imdahl und Janine Steeger – Why women will save the world

and men play essential roles in this

approx. 220 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm, Softcover, ISBN 978-3-8312-0605-6

20,00 € (D), 20,60 € (A), WG 1973

March 2022
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About miscarriages and

stillbirths
Miscarriages? Sure, they happen, but rather in

the statistics, not really in one’s own life. At

least that’s what many women think, because

miscarriages, infertility and other calamities

around having children are still taboo. And yet

they affect every third woman. Natascha

Sagorski tells the stories of 24 women and one

man, who haven’t exactly lived through fairy

tale pregnancies, but still didn’t give up. Their

stories show that the way to the planned child

is not always beautiful, but that no one has to

be alone with their fate.

By the established, best-selling author of

»Krasse Abstürze« (extreme crashes),

»Männerschlussverkauf« (Men’s closing

down sale) and »In 80 Tagen zu dir« (To

you in 80 days)

_______________

 
25 important voices around a yet unheard

taboo topic 

_______________

 
Author well-known in the media

Female Empowerment

Natascha Sagorski studied Politics and

Communication and later worked as a columnist and

moderator for various magazines as well as the

ProSieben programme taff. She published several

narrative non-fiction books and two novels. As a

result of her own miscarriage she came up with the

idea to collect stories of people who had

experienced something similar. Today she travels

around the whole world as a Tourism PR adviser and

lives with her husband and their two children in

Munich.
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Natascha Sagorski – Every third woman
25 women talk about their pregnancies that didn’t have a happy end - and how they still found their way afterwards

approx. 256 pages, 14 x 19 cm, Hardcover, ISBN 978-3-8312-0595-0

18,00 € (D), 18,50 € (A), WG 1973

March 2022
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It is never too 

early!
»Menopower instead of Menopause« closes a

gap on the market with its attempt of

prevention in the pre-menopause. It is aimed at

women in the menopause and also at women

from 35 onwards, so the great chaos of mood

swings and hot flashes can be avoided. The aim

should be for every woman to be able to have a

conscious influence on her hormonal situation

in order to go through the turbulent times of

hormonal changes in a good and strong way. A

book that educates, helps to allay fears and

offers support.

New approach Prevention:

This book tackles the first menopausal

symptoms in order to alleviate them

through conscious and early support, but

also offers valuable guidance and support

throughout the menopause

_______________

 
For women between 35 and 50

_______________

 
A guide to both enlighten and strengthen

women at the same time

Female Empowerment

Isabel Morelli is a successful author, trained dietary and health adviser

and founder of the blog generation-pille.com. Since 2015 she writes

about women’s health, hormones and hormonal health problems.

Moreover, she sheds light on side effects and informs the reader

about the physical connections between the pill and various

symptoms.
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Andrea Mohr, a natural health practitioner, runs a practice for

women’s health in Kronberg, in the Taunus. Here she treats women

with gynecological problems from puberty to the menopause.

Supporting women to cope with the physical and mental challenges in

their various phases of life and strengthening their health in the

process is a matter that is very close to her heart.
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Isabell Morelli und Andrea Mohr – Menopower instead of Menopause
Take your hormonal future into your hands NOW

approx. 208 pages, 14,8 x 21 cm, Softcover, ISBN 978-3-8312-0597-4

20,00 € (D), 20,60 € (A), WG 1480

April 2022
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Too healthy for your

period?
Some women have their body completely under

control – or so it seems: They are athletic, well-

toned and keep a healthy diet. Only one thing is

out of their control: Their cycle. When the

menstruation is absent despite all efforts, the

reason is mostly an even too healthy lifestyle

and/or stress.

Julia Schultz supports women in the process of

getting their periods back regularly again. In

doing so, she explains comprehensibly and on

eye level: What is hypothalamic amenorrhea

and how does it differ from other menstrual

disorders such as PCOS? What are the causes

of absent menstruation? And when should you

go to the doctor? Including many tips for daily

life!

Established author of »Leben mit dem

PCO-Syndrom« (life with the PCO

syndrome)

_______________

 
Large Instagram community on this topic

_______________

 
Straight talk about athletic overtraining,

diet and the cycle

 

Female Empowerment

Julia Schultz is a hormone coach and is specialized

in the hormone disorders polycystic ovary syndrome

(PCOS) and hypothalamic amenorrhea. In her blog

and in her podcast »Feel Femtastic« she wants to

motivate women to take their lives and their health

into their own hands. She supports women to guide

them back onto the right track through right

nutrition and lifestyle change.
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Julia Schultz – Hypothalamic amenorrhea: The absence of the period

despite healthy lifestyle
Your way back to a natural cycle

approx. 208 pages, 14,8 x 21 cm, Softcover, ISBN 978-3-8312-0596-7

20,00 € (D), 20,60 € (A), WG 1460

April 2022
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All you need to know

Why is the earth blue? How can you calculate

soccer results? Why can bumblebees fly? Why

is ice slippery? And why does the earth have

two tidal bulges? In his new book »The crazy

world of physics«, SPIEGEL bestseller author

Ulrich Walter explains almost everything – as

usual in a comprehensive and amusing way.

TV appearances:

 •Markus Lanz: February 2022

 •NDR Talkshow: March 2022

 •Kölner Treff: April 2022

 •NDR DAS!: May 2022

 •Riverboat: May/June 2022

An astronaut explains the physics of

daily life

_______________

 
Author of the SPIEGEL bestseller »Im

schwarzen Loch ist der Teufel los« (All

hell has broken loose in the black hole),

»Höllenritt durch Raum und Zeit« (A

hell-ride through space and time) and

»Eine andere Sicht auf die Welt« (A

different view of the world) (in total more

than 80.000 copies sold)

_______________

 
High media presence of the author

 

Universe

Prof. Dr. Ulrich Walter is a physicist and a scientific

astronaut. At the end of 1993 Walter set out to the

Earth’s orbit together with six other astronauts on

board of Space-Shuttle-Orbiter Columbia. Since

March 2003 he leads the chair for space engineering

at the technical elite University Munich and carries

out research in the area of space and system

engineering.
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Ulrich Walter – The crazy world of physics
Astronaut Ulrich Walter explains almost everything

approx. 200 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm, Softcover, ISBN 978-3-8312-0601-8

18,00 € (D), 18,50 € (A), WG 1982

February 2022
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